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We calculate the vibrational spectra for typical nanostructures including thin films, nanowires, and quantum
dots of yttria, an important laser host material. Lattice dynamics calculations show that the vibrational spectra
of nanocrystals are distinct from that of the bulk phase in the enhanced tails at low and high frequencies. Some
of the low-frequency and high-frequency modes only involve surface atoms. Molecular-dynamics simulations
are used to further decompose the contributions of surface and internal atoms, and the results confirm the
evident broadening of the surface spectra. The broadening in vibrational spectra is attributed to the broadened
atomic spring constants, further to the lowered symmetry of nanostructures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vibrational properties of materials are critical in many
energy conversion applications such as lasers and photovol-
taics, for which efficiencies are largely dependent on
electron-phonon coupling. Recently, nanocrystals have been
widely used in these applications because of their favorable
size effects in electronic and optical properties.1–4 In these
applications, however, the phonon spectra of nanostructures
are often assumed to be the same as those of bulk phase for
simplicity or due to the lack of available data. Although this
approximation can be acceptable for some materials or under
certain conditions, it is questionable in general. For a rigor-
ous description of the vibrational properties and the electron-
phonon coupling behavior, a thorough understanding of the
size effects on phonon spectra is necessary.

There have been a considerable amount of studies on vi-
brational spectra of nanocrystals, which have addressed the
features of spectra and their origins. A Green’s function
study of the vibrational spectra of metallic nanocrystals with
diameters of 2–5 nm showed enhanced low-frequency and
high-frequency tails, and a linear scaling of the vibrational
projected density of states �DOS�.5 The low-frequency tail
was proposed to be the contribution from surface atoms,
which was later confirmed by a molecular-dynamics simula-
tion where the contributions of surface and interior atoms
were decomposed.6 The high-frequency tails were also stud-
ied by molecular dynamics7 and phonon Green’s function
recursion techniques,8 and were traced to a global inward
shrinking. These studies have provided excellent insights
into the origins of the low-frequency and high-frequency
tails but a fundamental mechanism is still to be proposed to
link the vibrational spectra and the atomic
structure.

In this work, we systematically analyze the vibrational
spectra of representative nanostructures, including thin films,
nanowires, and quantum dots �QDs�. An important laser host
material, Y2O3, is used as the model material. Lattice dy-
namics is first applied to calculate the normal vibrational
modes and eigenvectors, allowing for a direct examination of

the origin of each mode. Molecular dynamics is then em-
ployed to decompose the vibrational spectra to surface and
inner regions in order to resolve their respective contribu-
tions. The force constants of surface and inner atoms are then
calculated and compared to those of the bulk phase, and the
relationship between the broadened vibrational spectra and
the loss of translational symmetry is proposed.

II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND INTERATOMIC
POTENTIALS

Both lattice dynamics and molecular-dynamics calcula-
tions require a crystal structure and a set of interatomic po-
tentials. Yttria bulk structure and three representative low-
dimensional structures �thin film, nanowire, and quantum
dot� are considered in this study, as shown in Fig. 1. The
x-ray diffraction9 and neutron-diffraction10 experiments have
shown that Y2O3 has a face-centered-cubic structure with a
lattice constant of 10.604 Å and 80 atoms in a conventional
unit cell. Eight yttrium ions are in the sites �1/4,1/4,1/4�, and
the remaining twenty–four occupy the sites �u ,0 ,1 /4�. The
48 oxygen ions are in general positions �x ,y ,z�, arranged in
distorted octahedra around the yttrium ions, and the yttrium-
oxygen bonding distances are unequal. The values of
u ,x ,y ,z are given in Refs. 9 and 10. This lattice structure is
still retained in nanocrystals11 so we generate the low-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Bulk, thin film, nanowire, and quantum
dot of Y2O3.
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dimensional structures by cutting them out of a large bulk
crystal. The surfaces are simply left with dangling bonds.
The obtained raw structures are obviously not in their equi-
librium configurations so they need to be relaxed through a
structure optimization process.

Interatomic potentials can be obtained from experiments
and/or ab initio calculations.12 For yttria the many-body
��2� interactions can be neglected, left only with the self
energies of single atoms and two-body interactions between
atomic pairs. The two-body potentials can be assumed to be
in the form

��rij� =
qiqj

rij
+ Aij exp�−

rij

r0,ij
� −

Cij

rij
6 , �1�

where ��rij� is the interaction energy of atoms i and j, which
consists of a Coulomb term and a covalent �short-range� con-
tribution cast into the usual Buckingham form.13 Here qi is
an effective charge of the ith atom, rij is the interatomic
distance between atoms i and j, and Aij, r0,ij, and Cij are
parameters for covalent interactions. For ionic materials, this
Buckingham interatomic potential model has been shown to
perform well. The parameters in Eq. �1� are adopted from
Refs. 14 and 15, and listed in Table I. This potential set has
been verified to reproduce the bulk properties �lattice con-
stant, lattice position, bulk modulus, elastic constant, etc.�
well.16

III. LATTICE DYNAMICS CALCULATIONS

In this section, we use lattice dynamics calculations to
analyze the formation of the low-frequency and high-
frequency tails in the phonon spectra of nanostructures.

A. Dynamical matrix

Consider a crystal with each unit cell having n atoms, and
denote the displacement of the jth atom in the lth unit cell by
u�jl�. We can define the lattice energy, W, as a sum over all
atom-atom interactions:

W =
1

2 �
j j�,ll�

�� j j�

ll�
� , �2�

where �� j j�
ll�

� is the interaction energy between pair of atoms
�jl� and �j�l��. The elements of the 3N�3N force-constant
matrix �N is the total number of atoms in the system� are
defined as

���� j j�

ll�
� =

�2W

�u��jl� � u��j�l��
, �3�

where the subscripts � and � denote the Cartesian vector
components x, y, and z. Then the dynamical matrix D�k� is
given by17

D�,��j j�,k� =
1

�mjmj��
1/2�

l�

��,�� j j�

ll�
�

�exp�ik · �r�j�l�� − r�jl��	 , �4�

where mj is the mass of the jth atom and r�jl� is the position
of the jth atom in the lth unit cell. In the theory of lattice
dynamics, the square roots of the dynamical matrix eigenval-
ues are the eigenmodes, or equally, vibrational frequencies.
Phonon dispersion curves are obtained by plotting the
normal-mode frequencies as a function of the wave number
in different directions. If the wave vectors and eigenfrequen-
cies are known, the vibrational density of states can be com-
puted by an integral over the first Brillouin zone. For quan-
tum dot, which does not have the reciprocal lattice,
vibrational modes can be computed to yield the vibrational
spectra directly.

General utility lattice program �GULP� �Ref. 18� is em-
ployed for these calculations. Since lattice dynamics for low-
dimensional systems is implemented in GULP, we treat the
film, nanowire, and quantum dot as two-dimensional �2D�,
one-dimensional �1D�, and zero-dimensional �0D� systems,
respectively, instead of the common supercell approach. One
lattice constant is used in the infinite dimensions along with
the periodic boundary condition. All finite dimensions, i.e.,
the thickness of the thin film and the diameters of the nano-
wire and quantum dot, are chosen to be 2 nm, and free
boundary conditions are used. Cutoff for short-range forces
are set to be 10 Å for interaction between yttrium and oxy-
gen, and 12 Å for interaction between oxygen atoms. Elec-
trostatic forces are calculated by the Wolf method.19 The op-
timized geometry is achieved under the constant volume
condition. The phonon-dispersion curves and the vibrational
density of states are then obtained.

B. Vibrational density of states and dispersion curves

The normalized vibrational density of states of the bulk,
thin film, nanowire, and quantum dot are shown in Fig. 2.
Note that for the quantum dot the Brillouin zone is simply a
single point and the calculated eigenvalues are discrete;
hence a broadening factor is applied to obtain the continuou-
slike DOS in order to compare with other structures. With
the loss of periodicity, the DOS exhibits tails at low and
high frequencies, similar to the effects observed for
metallic nanocrystals,5 MgO nanocrystals,7 and silicon
nanostructures.20 Using a visualization program GDIS,21 the
vibrational pattern of each mode can be examined. We notice
that some low-frequency and high-frequency modes of nano-
structures only involve surface atoms. Two such normal
modes of the thin film are shown in Fig. 3 with wave vector
k=0 �� point�, and frequencies of 34 and 866 cm−1. These
two modes are not present in the bulk phase of a same simu-

TABLE I. Parameters used in the Buckingham potential atomic
charges: qY=3 and qO=−2.

Atom-Atom Aij �eV� r0,ij �Å� Cij �eV Å� References

Y-Y 0 1 0 15

Y-O 1345.6 0.3491 0 14 and 15

O-O 22799 0.149 27.93 14 and 15
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lation size, indicating that in nanostructures new surfaces
modes with high and low frequencies are promoted.

Dispersion curves are also calculated for the �001� direc-
tion for the bulk system, �01� direction for the thin film, and
axial direction for nanowire, as shown in Fig. 4. Only the
dispersion curves and DOS between 0 and 100 cm−1, and
between 800 and 900 cm−1 are shown for our interest in the
low-frequency and high-frequency tails. Comparing to bulk,
the dispersion curves for nanostructures are different in a few
ways at low and high frequencies. The three acoustic
branches of the film and nanowire have smaller slopes, im-
plying a smaller sound velocity. Also the low-frequency op-
tical branches shift toward lower frequencies. These lead to
the DOS enhancement at low frequency for the thin film and
nanowires. On the other hand, optical branches are flatter at
high frequency near the cutoff, resulting in the DOS en-
hancement at the high-frequency tail.

IV. MOLECULAR-DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS AND THE
VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA DECOMPOSITION

We then use molecular-dynamics simulations to further
study the vibrational spectra broadening. In a molecular-
dynamics simulation, the phase-space trajectory of a system
of particles is predicted by solving Newton equations. The
vibrational density of states is then calculated through the
velocity-velocity autocorrelation function.22 Unlike lattice dynamics, molecular-dynamics simulations are not capable

of calculating the exact eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors of
normal vibrational modes, but molecular dynamics can in-
clude the anharmonic effects at finite temperatures. In addi-
tion, it can simulate much larger systems than lattice dynam-
ics since the direct diagonalization of the large scale matrix
can become inefficient or even impractical.

A. Simulation procedure

Here, threefolds of the lattice constant are used for peri-
odic direction�s� with the periodic boundary condition, and 5
nm is used for confined direction�s� along with the free
boundary condition. The time step is chosen to be 1.6 fs. An
NVT �constant mass, volume, and temperature� ensemble of
1�104 time steps is used to initialize the system to 300 K.
The system is then switched to NVE �constant mass, volume,
and energy� ensemble to run for another 4�104 time steps.
Positions and velocities are recorded during this process.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Vibrational density of states of bulk, thin
film, nanowire, and quantum dot calculated by lattice dynamics.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Normal modes with zero wave vector,
and of frequencies of �a� 34 and �b� 866 cm−1. Arrows are the
maximum displacements of atoms and the parallelograms are the
2D unit cells. The vertical direction is finite.
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FIG. 4. Vibrational DOS and dispersion in �001� direction for
bulk, �01� direction for thin film, and dispersion for nanowire
structures.
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B. Decomposition of vibrational spectra

For bulk solids, the normalized velocity-velocity autocor-
relation function is usually determined for each species. Here
we have yttrium and oxygen atoms, and the autocorrelation
function for the species � ��=Y,O� is

���t� =
�
i�=1

N�

vi�
�t�vi�

�0���
�
i�=1

N�

vi�
�0�vi�

�0�� , �5�

� = Y,O,

where N� is the number of atoms of species �, vi�
is the

velocity of atom i�, and  � is an ensemble average.
For nanocrystals, the internal and surface atoms have dif-

ferent vibrational behaviors. The crystal structure of the in-
ternal region still retains that of bulk crystals, which implies
that the internal atoms will likely behave as if they were in a
bulk crystal. On the other hand, the surface structure deviates
significantly from the bulk phase since surface atoms lose
their outer neighbors, leading to different bond lengths, bond
angles, etc. Therefore, it is straightforward to us to analyze
regions from the interior to surface separately. Following this
path, atoms are divided into different groups according to
both species and locations.6 To make such decomposition,
we define a parameter R as the distance from an atom to the
center layer �for the film�, center axis �for the nanowire�, or
sphere center �for the quantum dot�. Surface atoms are those
with R�2 nm, intermediate with 1.5 nm�R�1 nm, and
interior with R�0.5 nm. The autocorrelation function for
species � ��=yttrium, oxygen� at region � ��=surface, in-
termediate, internal� is given by

����t� =
 �
i��=1

N��

vi��
�t�vi��

�0���
 �
i��=1

N��

vi��
�0�vi��

�0�� ,

�6�

where the double subscript �� denotes atoms of species �
and in region �, then N�� is the number of atoms of species
� and in region �.

The frequency spectrum of the normalized velocity auto-
correlation function gives the partial vibrational DOS
Dp,���	� as

Dp,���	� = �
0




����t�cos 	tdt , �7�

where 
 is infinity in principle, and in our calculation it is set
to be a sufficiently large value such that the integral does not
change. Generally, the partial vibrational density of states
calculated in this way can only give the shape of the spec-
trum while the absolute values are meaningless. Recognizing
that a system with N�� atoms has 3N�� modes, where three is
the number of degrees of freedom, we can scale Dp,���	�,

Dp,��,N��
= c1Dp,��, �8�

where c1 is a constant such that

�
0

�

�Dp,��,N��
�	�d	� = 3N��. �9�

Then these partial vibrational DOSs are addable, and the
total vibrational density of states of a system is just the sum-
mation of the partial vibrational DOS:

Dp�	� = �
�

�
�

Dp,��,N��
. �10�

To compare the spectra shape for systems with different
number of atoms, it is necessary to define a normalized par-
tial phonon density of states as

Dp,��
� =

Dp,��,N��

3N��

. �11�

Therefore Dp,��
� �	� satisfies the condition

�
0

�

Dp,��
� �	�d	 = 1, �12�

and therefore it is called a normalized partial phonon DOS.
These normalized partial phonon DOSs can be used as

building blocks for higher level partial DOSs. For example,
the normalized partial DOS for the species � is given by

Dp,�
� = �

�

c��

c�

Dp,��
� , �13�

where c� is the population weight for species �, given by

c� = �
�

c��. �14�

Similarly, the normalized partial DOS for the region � is
given by

Dp,�
� = �

�

c��

c�

Dp,��
� , �15�

where c� is the population weight for region �, given by

c� = �
�

c��. �16�

The total phonon DOS is obtained by summing over the
partial DOS weighted with the population, i.e.,

Dp
� = �

�
�
�

c��Dp,��
� . �17�

C. Vibrational spectra decomposition results

The velocity-velocity autocorrelation functions are calcu-
lated for the bulk, film, nanowire, and quantum dot. Then
Fourier transform is applied and the vibrational DOS is ac-
quired. Total vibrational DOS is shown in Fig. 5. The vibra-
tional frequencies of yttrium atoms are considerably lower
than those for oxygen atoms. It is reasonable because yttrium
atom �atomic mass 88� is much heaver than oxygen atoms
�atomic mass 16�. Comparing bulk and other systems, low-
frequency and high-frequency enhancement of low-
dimensional structures is clear.
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Figure 6 shows a partial vibrational DOS of nanostruc-
tures; DOS broadening at high and low frequencies decreases
from surface to interior. These results further confirm that
both low-frequency and high-frequency enhancements are
primarily due to surface atoms.

V. SPRING CONSTANT BROADENING AND LOSS OF
TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY

Two mechanisms have been proposed to explain the low-
frequency and high-frequency tails, respectively:5–8 �1� With
the loss of neighbor atoms, surface atoms have lower coor-
dinate numbers, making the surface softer and resulting in
the low tail; and �2� without the “drag force” outside, all
atoms tend to shrink inward, making the structure “harder”
and leading to the high tail.

Here, using our decomposition approach, we can reexam-
ine these mechanisms in a more fundamental way. Recogniz-
ing that the force constants for each atom are essential in
both lattice dynamics and molecular-dynamics calculations,
we calculate the distribution of atomic force constants for
bulk and nanostructures. Structure optimization is performed
first so that each atom is at its equilibrium position. We then
displace an atom by a small value �r and calculate the re-
storing force �F. The spring constant on this atom is calcu-
lated using k=−�F /�r. Each atom is displaced along x, y,
and z directions, respectively, where the coordinate is chosen
to be the lattice vectors of the conventional cell when we
generate the initial structures. Calculations are done on bulk
structures as well as nanostructures with a 5 nm size, and
atoms in nanostructures are again decomposed into different
groups based on their locations.

We calculate the spring constants for the bulk phase and
quantum dot, and the values are compared in Fig. 7, where
all values are placed into 45 bins covering the range from
−100 to 800 N/m, with the width for each bin being 20 N/m.
Due to an almost perfect spherical symmetry, the spring con-
stant spectra do not show any difference among x, y, and z
directions so we do not decompose them here. As shown,
spring constants for the bulk phase are well concentrated,
due to their periodicity and high symmetry. Spring constant
distribution of interior atoms for quantum dots is similar to
bulk, showing sharp peaks and a good concentration. This
indicates that the interior atoms experience similar environ-
ment with the bulk phase. In contrast, the spring constant
distribution for intermediate atoms is broadened, indicating
that some atoms are in a “harder” environment while some
else are in a “softer” environment. The spectrum is even
more broadened for surface atoms. A few negative spring
constants are present since atoms are not exactly in their
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Vibrational density of states of bulk, thin
film, nanowire, and quantum dot calculated by molecular dynamics.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Molecular-dynamics results: partial vibra-
tional DOS of thin film, nanowire, and quantum dot.
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equilibrium positions before the displacement. Similar trends
in broadening are also observed for thin films and nanowires.
Note that since thin films and nanowires are anisotropic in x,
y, and z directions, their broadened spectra also show some
anisotropic features. For example, spring constant distribu-
tions for a thin film in the two regions and three different
directions are shown in Fig. 8. For the interior region, the
spring constant is similar with bulk, showing little broaden-
ing. There is no noticeable difference in the three directions,
indicating an almost isotropic behavior. In contrast, spring
constants for surface atoms have a much wider distribution,
as expected. Also, the cross-plane spring constants have
smaller values than those of the in-plane directions. There-
fore, surface atoms experience a “harder” environment in the
in-plane direction than the cross-plane direction. Similar
trends are observed in nanowires, as shown in Fig. 9. The
spring constants for the internal region show little broaden-
ing while those for the surface are evidently broadened. Also,
for surface atoms, the spring constants in the cross-axis di-
rections are only slightly smaller than those in the axial di-
rection, indicating that anisotropic effects are reduced in
lower dimensional structures.

Broadening in the spring constant spectra of surfaces im-
plies that, in addition to the well-known softening effects,
some surface atoms, however, experience the hardening en-
vironment because for these atoms the bond shrinking wins
over the reduction in the coordination number. A broadened
spring constant spectrum will naturally give a broadened
phonon DOS. Therefore, the surfaces of nanostructures are
softened at some locations and directions while some are
hardened at the other locations and directions, which result
in DOS enhancements at both high and low frequencies.

We notice that the translational symmetry of nanostruc-
tures is broken down from the interior to the surface. With

the loss of translational symmetry, the systems no longer
keep the bulk properties and a larger spread of all system
properties is observed. For this reason, we can ultimately
attribute the broadened spring constant spectra and vibra-
tional spectra to the loss of translational symmetry of nano-
structures from the interior to the surface.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have calculated and analyzed the vibra-
tional spectra of low-dimensional structures. Compared to
that of the bulk phase, these spectra are broadened to result
in tails at low and high frequencies. The vibrational spectra
are decomposed using molecular-dynamics simulations, and
the results show evident broadening in the surface spectra
and moderate broadening in the interior spectra. An exami-
nation of the decomposed spring constant spectra shows that
the broadened vibrational spectra can be ultimately attributed
to the lowered symmetry of nanostructures, thus allowing the
interpretation of both low-frequency and high-frequency tails
in an integrated manner.
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